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Since , candidates are asked to write two essays out of 8 choices. Each essay is for marks ( words). Check the UPSC
CSE Essay Syllabus .

Apart from these, I also used a couple of quotes of eminent persons. Both carry equal marks, so please invest
equal time. Or if you read Why Nations Fail, a book replete with examples, you will understand the
importance of innovation, political and economic freedoms in propelling a nation forward. The march of
science and the erosion of human values. It gives a sense of completeness to the essay. Role of the Media in
good governance Does Indian cinema shape our popular culture or merely reflect it? Essay introduction can
be: a fictitious incident or story where you introduce a character ; a real life anecdote; a quote; or a simple
definition of the words in the question not recommended in Essay In GS, definitional approach is a great way
to introduce your answers. Credit-based education system-status, opportunities and challenges What have we
gained from our democratic set-up? Subscribe to this blog to download a free chapter and to hear first when
the book launches. It helps to read the question in the midst of your essay to ensure that you are not steering
away from the topic. If youth knew, if age could. But make sure that you write what is asked, not what you
know or feel like. List of quotes, anecdotes I collected are available in the link at the end of this article. Each
essay is for marks words. Also, I believe that learning numerous words by rote will not make them stick in
your brain for long. You can substantiate it through a real-life example, a statistic, an authentic committee or
organisational report etc. Examiner will also understand clearly what you want to convey. Empowerment
along cannot help our women. So I had a simple rule: If you run out of your breath while reading a sentence,
then probably you will have to break it into two. The hand that rocks the cradle.


